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RESPONSE OF
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TO THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD’S MOTION TO STRIKE

 The Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”) comes before the Illinois 

Commission (“Commission”) and respectfully submits its  Response to the Motion to 

Strike of the Citizens  Utility Board (“CUB”) that was filed in this proceeding on October 

13, 2011.  In its Motion to Strike (“Motion”), CUB claims that several statements  set out 

in the Initial Brief filed by ICEA on October 11, 2011, while “purporting to assert facts  in 

support of ICEA’s positions, do not reference citations to the record, and are simply not 

supported by this record.”  (CUB Motion at 1).  

 ICEA here responds with respect to each of the challenged statements:

1.   Page 1, first paragraph, third sentence, stating that:

"The ICEA’s members are some of the most active electricity and 
natural gas suppliers in the country’s competitive retail energy 
markets (including Illinois)."    

ICEA Response: This  statement, in an introductory section of ICEA’s initial brief, 

is  simply intended to introduce the members of ICEA.  As footnoted to this very 

statement, ICEA members include Ameren Energy Marketing, Champion Energy 

Services, Constellation NewEnergy, Direct Energy Services, Exelon Energy 
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Company, First Energy  Solutions Corp., Integrys Energy Services, MC Squared 

Energy Services, Reliant Energy Northeast LLC, and Nordic Energy Services.

2.  Page 3, first paragraph, fifth sentence stating that: 

"ICEA points out, moreover, that recent events with regard to the 
competitive retail electric market  and the discovery of large shale 
plays in the Midwest have changed the retail gas markets to the 
point where ICEA believes the Ameren Illinois consumers would 
see benefits from multiple supplier offers." 

ICEA Response:    Recent activity in the retail electric market is a matter of public 

record.  CUB itself provides consumers with listings of multiple offers available to 

residential electric consumers the vast majority of which are below the utility's 

default service rate.  The impact of shale gas discoveries on natural gas  reserves 

in the United States  has been publicly reported and discussed in the natural gas 

arena. ICEA is simply arguing that these two widely-known events support its 

belief that Ameren Illinois consumers would see benefits  from multiple supplier 

offers.   

3.   Page 3, second paragraph, second through fourth sentences stating that.

"It is not reasonable to expect consumers to understand, much less 
ask for opportunities which they do not even know to be possible.  
Clearly, had this approach been taken on the electric side the 
nearly 211,000 customers who have switched would never have 
had that opportunity.   Or, to borrow from another industry recently 
in the news, would consumers have known to have asked for an 
Apple iPod?" 

ICEA Response: With the exception of the 211,000 switched customer statistic, 

ICEA maintains that these statements are in the nature of pure argument and not 

statements purporting to assert facts.  As for the single fact asserted in the 

statement above, i.e., the 211,000 switched electric customer figure, ICEA 

inadvertently omitted to provide the source for this  information.  This  figure can 

be found in on the ORMD website which is  a matter of public record. http: 

www.icc.illinois.gov/ormd/

4. Page 4, first full paragraph, second through seventh sentences:
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"Section 19-115 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) as well as other 
additions and modifications to the Alternative Gas Supplier Law 
contained in the Act were promulgated in order to reduce and 
eliminate many of the earlier problems caused in the market by a 
few poor actors.   As a result, the Commission has in place today 
statutory tools and legislated standards on alternative gas suppliers 
that were unavailable to it in the early days of the gas choice 
programs in northern Illinois. To the best of ICEA’s knowledge, the 
legislative changes enacted in 2009 have had their intended effect.  
ICEA also notes that the CUB and the AG appear to be satisfied 
with the gas consumer protections as well since they have argued 
in the Commission’s Part 412/453 proceeding (ICC Docket 
09-0592) that the same protections be applied to retail electric 
consumers. In sum, ICEA agrees that the retail natural gas market 
in Illinois had problems with a few suppliers in the beginning but 
disagrees that these issues continue to exist today." 

ICEA Response:  The problems caused by a few bad actors in the early 

years of the Illinois gas choice market as  well as the legislative response 

to such bad actors  is  well documented and certainly a matter of public 

record.  Governor Quinn himself addressed the issue in a press release 

when he signed the new gas consumer protections into law.  (The 

Governor's Press Release is included here as Attachment A.) Likewise, 

CUB has publicly argued, and consistently so, that the same consumer 

protections applicable to customers taking service from Alternative Gas 

Suppliers be applied to customers taking service from Retail Electric 

Suppliers, to wit:  "As CUB/AG have asserted since the inception of this 

docket, the same consumer protections provided ARGs customers should 

be applied to RES customers."  Reply Brief on Exceptions of the Citizens 

Utility Board and the People of the State of Illinois, ICC Docket 09-0592 at 

page 7 (filed on e-Docket on April 20, 2011)).  ICEA was in no way 

challenging CUB and the AG for what they wrote, and CUB is certainly 

free to argue in its reply brief to the contrary. ICEA is  only making an 

observation in line with its arguments on the importance and need to take 

account of the new law dealing with consumer protection and marketing 

rules.  To the extent it is deemed necessary, (and although we think it not 

in this circumstance) ICEA respectfully requests, pursuant to Section 
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200.640 (b) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice, that the Commission 

take administrative notice of the arguments  set out by CUB and the AG in 

Docket 09-0592 as cited to above and in these same parties‘ Initial Brief  

filed on August 27, 2010, (with CUB and the AG stating that, ”[t]he 

obligations, marketing and other practices of RES operating within the 

State should be guided by no less than the requirements outlined for 

ARGS.” Id. at 4. This  is meaningful for the Commission to consider, for as 

ICEA is  essentially asserting in the whole of this legal argument, the 

legislative changes enacted in 2009 with respect to AGS' marketing and 

consumer protection for AGS customers should enhance the 

Commission’s confidence to proceed with customer choice. 

5.   Page 5, Heading 4, and the entire paragraph below the header: 

 "4.  Economic benefits potentially available to customers through dual 
fuel offers will only be available if a gas choice program is created for 
Ameren Illinois.

Many members of ICEA are both electric and natural gas competitive 
suppliers active not only in Illinois but throughout the United States and 
Canada.   As such, suppliers who currently offer electric service in 
Ameren Illinois may be able to offer “multi-product” discounts for 
natural gas in combination with electricity offerings.  In addition, the 
consumer education that has been done on the electric side by 
Ameren Illinois creates an existing base to build upon for the 
development of natural gas choice."

ICEA Response: The statement regarding multi-product discounts  is clearly 

argument containing ICEA's belief about certain possibilities that may attach to 

customer choice as both Ameren witness Seckler and RGS witness Crist agree. 

See RGS Ex. 2.0 at 9 (Stating that, “there are a number of benefits associated 

with empowering customers to choose that are not easily quantified”). Clear on 

record too, is the fact that Ameren Illinois is a dual-fuel company.  With regard to 

consumer education, in his Direct Testimony, 1.0C, James L. Crist testified as 

follows:  
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Q:   How can combined gas and electric utilities such as Ameren 
leverage their electric choice program? 

 A:  A combined utility can more efficiently communicate with and 
educate customers  when there is competition for both the gas and 
electric commodities. One of the  challenges of a choice program is 
customer education and familiarizing a customer with energy 
options. With both an electric and gas choice program, the  
customer education can be combined, and thus will be more 
efficient and cost effective. Furthermore, customers who have a 
successful experience choosing in  either gas or electric will be 
more likely to inform themselves as to the options in the other 
realm.

Id. at lines 406-415.

6. Page 5, second paragraph, third through fourth sentences:

"Unlike utilities, retail suppliers have the ability to leverage economies 
of scale between customers throughout the Midwest by utilizing 
storage assets in the region along with local production contracts and 
spot market purchases.  ICEA maintains that retail suppliers offer 
customers the ability to obtain the best price for their gas usage."

ICEA Response: With respect to the first challenged sentence, it is well and 

publicly known that retail suppliers operate differently than utilities and this  is  

well-reflected in Mr. Crist’s  recitation of details in the OMRD report of 2005 in 

RGS 2.0 at 9-10.   The second sentence above is clearly argument in accord with 

ICEA's belief and long-standing position.  Both of these arguments, moreover, 

follow from a cited reference in ICEA’s brief to Mr. Crist’s  direct testimony, i.e., 

RGS Ex. 1.0 at 8-16, (where he discusses innovation and multiple price options 

as results of competition) and must be considered in that context. 

7.   Page 5, last sentence that continues and ends on page 6:

"Many possibilities attractive to customers will evolve with choice such 
as the ability to set a price for years to fuel a natural gas vehicle or 
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getting free gas with installation of a fuel efficient furnace.  What is 
imagined can become a reality."

ICEA Response: The above statement (a continuation of the above-challenged 

language) is clearly argument closing out ICEA's belief in innovative possibilities.  

This  argument also grows out of RGS witness Crist’s testimony as cited to above 

and referenced at page 5 of ICEA’s Initial Brief and must be considered in context 

of the whole.

      Conclusion

     For all the reasons set out above, the Illinois Competitive Energy Association 

believes that it has  satisfied Citizens Utility Board’s objections and it respectfully asks 

that the Citizens Utility Board’s Motion to Strike be denied.

 

Dated:  October 18, 2011       

    Respectfully submitted,

                                           The Illinois Competitive Energy Association

                                           By:    /s/Eve Moran
                                                    Eve Moran
                                                    128 S. Halsted Street
                                                    Chicago, IL 60661
                                                    312-720-5803
                                                    eve.jean.moran@gmail.com

                                            Attorney for the Illinois Competitive Energy Association
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NOTICE OF FILING

! Please take notice that on October 18, 2011, I caused to be filed via e-docket 
with the Chief Clerk of the Illinois Commerce Commission, the attached Response of 
the Illinois Competitive Energy Associationʼs to the Citizens Utility Boardʼs Motion to 
Strike together with a Notice of Filing and Certificate of Service in ICC  Docket No. 
11-0279 and 11-0282 (consolidated).

Dated: October 18, 2011

! ! ! ! ! ! /s/ Eve Moran
! ! ! ! ! ! Eve Moran
                                                                 128 S. Halsted Street
                                                                 Chicago, IL 60661
                                                                 312-720-5803
                                                                 eve.jean.moran@gmail.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

! I, Eve Moran, certify  that I caused to be served copies of Response of the Illinois 
Competitive Energy Associationʼs to the Citizens Utility  Boardʼs Motion to Strike and 
documents noted above upon the parties on the service list maintained on the Illinois 
Commerce Commissionʼs eDocket system for dockets 11-0279 and 11-0282 
(consolidated) via electronic delivery on October 18, 2011.

! ! ! ! ! ! /s/ Eve Moran
! ! ! ! ! ! Eve Moran
                                                                128 S. Halsted Street
                                                                 Chicago, IL 60661
                                                                 312-720-5803
                                                                 eve.jean.moran@gmail.com
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